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This book features the most popular and commonly encountered Norwegian recipes. These recipes

are written with the novice cook in mind. They are spelled out in great detail, in clear and exacting

terms.
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This isn't the be-all and end-all of Scandinavian cookery, but if you're serious about the traditional

recipes, this is a good book to have. I view Hildur more as a consultant -- If I'm having an issue with

a recipe, I'll think "I wonder how Aunt Hildur did it". She's definitely improved my lefser and kringler.

If - like me - your own Grandmas and Aunties didn't write anything down for you, it's worth spending

a couple bucks for this book -- and it's easier than sorting through the tides of items on the internet.

This little book just tickled my Norwegian fancy upon viewing the cover!The cover says

Scandinavian, & specifically NORWEGIAN upon a glance.I loved it even more opening it to find old

family-used recipes; images along with olfactory of going to grandma's church basement at

Christmas for the Lutefisk dinners; and baking Norwegian cookies - & Lefsa for the full week before

Christmas with my grandmother.It ATTRACTED, immediately with the cover then interested going

over each page and noting familiar recipes and finally delivering the 'goods' with the recipes!I

bought it for my niece who is very interested in our Norwegian heritage - and she loved it too!!!

This was a nice inexpensive brochure (not book. BookLET) to give my daughter as she explores her

Norwegian heritage. A few recipes she'll use, a few she won't, but she loves it. I got her a krumkake



iton and sandbakkel pans too but i don't think those recipes are included. Krumkake might be. But

we have our own recipes :-)

This is a handy little recipe book for those of us of Norwegian ancestry. I found some of the recipes I

remembered from my childhood but were lost when we moved from the East Coast.

This is excellent! Great little gift for a Norske friend or relative! So cute and retro. It's very small,

constructed like a sturdier version of a pamphlet, but the price reflects that. Great little recipe book!

It's a bit too heavy on the bread and cake recipes and a little too light on the main dish recipes, but

other than that, it is completely wonderful!

I bought this booklet for the Kransekake recipe because, unlike the recipe on the box of "ring cake"

molds I bought, it didn't require several appliances and two days of prep time to make. Aunt Hildur

cooks like I do--homemade doesn'have to be gourmet. The Norwegians in my family like practical,

simple honoring of traditions, but are glad to live in the 21st Century where convenience is not a

cop-out.In the specific recipe I cooked, I do wish there had been more advice about the thickness of

the rings and tips for "splicing" the coils when necessary.

A little disappointed. Only a few recipes. But was worth it for the prayer on the back which our

Norwegian grand mother always used.
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